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Underjord mixes together the powerful elements of Doom, Death metal and dark experimental music to create a unique and crushing artistic vision.
The band started as an experimental songwriting process with Thomas
Finholm and Joakim Finholm, mixing Doom metal riffs and electronic
soundscapes. Influences also include Folk music and ethnic rythms
and melodies.
Underjord completed its ranks with members from Magenta Harvest,
Oskryf and Chthonian.
Underjord’s debut album “SHEOL” deals with Death, mortality and
existence. The lyrics and themes have their roots in mythology,
esotericism and philosophy.
“From the earth and the elements.
Doom, darkness and resonant power. Mythology and ancient echos”
Thomas Finholm - Vocals
Joakim Finholm - Synths, Sampling
Jonas Frilund - Bass
Niklas Norrgrann - Guitars
Markus Rosenberg - Drums

BIOGRAPHY
Thoby Loth plays melodic, atmospheric progressive rock and conveys
sounds from the cold North to fierce melodies from the vibrant East.
The new album Cauldron of Life is partly inspired by astrological themes,
mythology and ancient wisdom. The atmospheric dreamy sound will make
your thoughts wander to a different time and space.
The first album Lägereldarnas Tid is inspired by fairytales and elemental
beings. The album is a conceptual album, a musical tale, each song forming
a different chapter.
Tobias is the man behind the music and the concept of Thoby Loth. He
formed the band in 2007 with Peter and Roger, two of his childhood
friends. Daniel became an obvious choice, in search of a drummer, thanks
to his creativity and energy.
Thoby Loth´s music isn’t aimed at just a certain type of audience but it appeals to everyone, regardless of age or background. Our timeless music
tells a colorful story full of action and emotion.
Daniel Hjerppe - drums
Tobias Tåg - flute & keys
Peter Enroth - guitar
Roger Bäck - bass

BIOGRAPHY
Kaos Krew music style is Industrial Rock or Metal. There have been many labels on
the band from different reviewers around the world, however the music is hard.
The bands newest and fourth album *“Corruption Rules This World”* was released
August 23, 2013 and was followed up with a music video from the album’s title
track *“Planet Madness”,* the music video was released November 16, 2013.
Kaos Krew took its first breaths in 2004 when the band was founded by members
Ulf Skog, Göran Fellman and Tomas Öst in Jakobstad, Finland.
In 2004 Kaos Krew started to record the first promo album *“Under Destruction”*
that was released in May, 2005. The feedback from around the world was very positive and gave us a record deal with Top Records in Finland.
Recordings of the second album *“Devour”* started in 2005 and were released September 18, 2006.
The song *”Trust Me”* from the *“Devour”* album ended up year 2008 on a Compilation released in USA on 272 Records album, “*Kill City Vol.7”*.
Third album *“Global Fobia”* was released June 23, 2010. Kaos Krew also
signed a licensing/distribution deal with CoproRecords/Casket Music for the
release of Global Fobia in the UK.
As new Kaos Krew members joined also the drummer Zacharias Ahlvik in
October, 2010, lead singer Massi Wickman in March, 2012 and finally in July, 2013
Sven Wannäs on keyboards and Kaos Krew is now a complete band.
www.kaoskrewmusic.com
Zacharias Ahlvik - Drums
Göran Fellman - Guitar
Ulf Skog - Guitar
Sven Wannäs - Synthesizers
Massi Wickman - Vocals
Tomas Öst - Bass

